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Attached is an update on Baghdad. It is clear that General Casey and the Iraqis are

still sorting through precisely what they are going to do. I know Casey believes it

requires a political component, and I suspect that is what the pacing item is.
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Security in Baghdad

Current Security Situation:
The violent death rate within Baghdad continues to increase
despite the implementation of the Baghdad Security Plan,
(Operation Together Forward)

a Reporting for June indicated executions in particular reached an
all-time high in the month's fmal week. The Baghdad Coroner's
Office reported a record-setting 1600 bodies arrived in June ninety
percent of which are assessed to be a result of executions

Intelligence Reports:

Death squads operate with the goal of controlling neighborhoods,
redistributing wealth and becoming the guarantor of security

Death squads carrying out most of the operations within Baghdad
are associated with:

Jaysh al-Madhi (JAM)
Badr Organization

- Sunni extremist groups (such as the Umar Brigade)
AQ! conducts VBIED attacks within Baghdad to incite continued
sectarian violence

Ministry of the Interior security forces complicity in, and tolerance
of, death squad activity is the primary facilitator of death squad
operations:

- Infiltration within security forces provides intelligence,
legitimacy, and continued funding for death squad
operations

The majority of execution style murders (gunshot wound to the
head; evidence of torture, bondage) are ethno-sectarian in nature

Current Security Measures: Operation Together Forward has been in
effect since 14 June 2006, with the goal of reducing murders,
kidnappings, assassinations, and preventing escalation of sectarian
violence in order to restore Iraqi security control of Baghdad:

- Operation Together Forward includes approximately 7,200
US forces, 21,000 Iraqi police and 26,000 Iraqi Army forces

Operation Together Forward is expected to last into August
2006
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Way Ahead: Prime Minister Maliki agrees that more needs to be done to
address the current security situation:

- Supports a gradual, step-by-step increase of military
pressure on militia leaders in Baghdad but not an immediate
all-out assault against them
Suggests that more forces may be needed in Baghdad

General Casey is working with the Government of Iraq to determine how
best to decrease the violence to include movement of additional Ìraqi
forces to Baghdad, the movement of addítional coalition forces to
Baghdad, or .a combination of both


